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DIFFERENCES IN THE COLLOQUIAL AND LITERARY 
PRONUNCIATIONS OF THE BANGKOK HAKKA 

Siripen Ungsitipoonporn  1  

When speakers, who speak Standard Chinese or Mandarin, communicate with 
other Chinese dialect speakers like Min, Xiang, Gan, Wu or Hakka, they are 
mutually unintelligible. So they use Chinese characters or the Chinese writing 
system to write down messages. Although they use the same Chinese characters, 
they are pronounced differently from dialect to dialect. It is interesting to see how, 
when Hakka speakers write down the spoken language. Of course, colloquial 
speech or spoken language is different from literary speech, for every language.  

More than two hundred words in colloquial use, which are different from literary 
language, are described in this paper. As for the differences in colloquial and 
literary pronunciation, it has been discovered that these involve onsets, rimes, 
tones, and other conditions.  These can be divided into two categories. The first is 
where there are no Chinese characters that are etymologically related to the 
colloquial words; and the second is where Chinese characters are used which 
have the same or similar pronunciation but sometimes different characters are 
used, to write the colloquial words, depending on the speaker. 
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1.Introduction  

Hakka language is classified into one regional variety of southern Chinese or 
non-Mandarin of the Sinitic sub-family. The seven main Chinese varieties 
(Mandarin, Wu, Xiang, Gan, Hakka, Min, and Yue), they are mutually unintelligible 
although the Chinese people use the same writing system. Hakka language itself 
has many sub-dialects such as Mei Xian, Tai Pu, Hsing-Ning, Wu Hua and Pin Yen 
which refers to the area they came from in China. The Hakka speakers in this 
study were the Hakka descendants from Mei Xian Hakka in China because Mei 
Xian Hakka represents standard Hakka. The meaning of the word Hakka or Kejia 

客家 in Mandarin Chinese can be translated as “guest families or visitors” 
(Hashimoto, 1973; Kiang, 1991; Constable, 1996). Hashimoto (1973: 1-2) 
explained that “the Hakka people call themselves the Hak-ŋin (Hak ‘guest’ plus ŋin 
‘man’), and call their language Hak-fa (Hak ‘guest’ plus fa ‘speech, language’)”. 

2.Hakka in Thailand and their language situation 

Most Hakka speakers in Thailand came from Guangdong province. Nowadays, 
they are scattered throughout every province especially in urban areas, and most 
of them are in business. Bangkok has the highest number of Hakka speakers with 
large groups also in the south, especially in Hatyai district, Songkhla province and 
Betong district, Yala province. Besides that, the northern, northeastern, central 
and eastern regions also have Hakka populations. Because the descendants of 
Chinese immigrants have become indistinguishable from the indigenous 
population, including Hakka, the number of Hakka speakers in Thailand cannot be 
stated exactly. The Hakka language situation is unsafe now because only the 
Hakka elderly over the age of 50 can speak Hakka fluently and those under 50 
years can speak only a little Hakka or non at all. Since speaking Hakka is not 
necessity in their everyday lives, they use the Thai language instead. Parents said 
that their children learn Thai in school so they have to speak Thai instead. It is 
known that Hakka females were illiterate in the past, but Hakka males studied to 
a high level, so only elderly male Hakka speakers knew both the colloquial and 
literary languages used in this study. 

3.What are the colloquial and literary pronunciations 

The colloquial and literary pronunciations, which are called Wenbai Yidu 

文白异读 (WBYD), are common phenomena among the Chinese dialects. 

文读 means literary readings while 白读  means colloquial readings, and 异 
means different. Lau (2000: 27) has stated that “in many dialects, when one reads 
Chinese characters aloud (literary speech), the pronunciations can be different 
from the spoken or colloquial speech”. As examples of this phenomenon, Lau has 
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about 300 characters with WBYD in Mei Xian Hakka and Hong Kong Cantonese 
and this is supported by reports Liu 1997c and Ding 1995 (both Liu and Ding cf. 
Lau 2000). This researcher also agrees with Lau’s report on the differences in the 
colloquial and literary pronunciations of Hakka. The details are given in the 
following sections. 

4.The finding of the differences between the colloquial and literary 
pronunciations 

In this study the colloquial or spoken language means the speech used for 
conversation in daily life. As we know, Hakka language does not have its own 
writing system. Therefore, when they use standard Chinese characters to write 
the spoken language, sometimes they cannot find a Chinese character to 
represent some syllables or words. This problem can be divided into two 
categories. The first is where there are no Chinese characters that are 
etymologically related to the colloquial words; and the second is where Chinese 
characters which have the same or similar pronunciation are used to write 
colloquial words. Literary pronunciation means the reading pronunciation of 
Chinese characters in the Hakka dialect. From my field data, the WBYD can be 
classified into four groups as follows: 

1) WBYD involving onsets 

2) WBYD involving rimes 

3) WBYD involving tones 

4) WBYD involving other conditions 

4.1 The differences in colloquial and literary pronunciations (WBYD) which 
involve onsets are divided into two subgroups. In the first subgroup, the colloquial 

initial is /p/ / pʰ/ or /w/ and the literary initial is / f / as shown in the Table 1. 
Wordlists in this subgroup, apart from the onsets, rimes and tones, are the same. 
WBYD of this set is a common phenomenon because they use the same Chinese 
characters but the pronunciations are different.  
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Table 1 WBYD involving onsets (subgroup 1). 

Colloquial form: Literary form: Meaning: Remarks: 

wa44 fa44 话 speech ค ำพดู  

wan21 fan21 還還 return กลบั, คืน  

wun21 fun21 渾 muddy ขุ่น  

pʰa21 fa21 划 to row พำย (เรือ)  

pi33 fi33 飞 to fly บิน  

pun33 fun33 分 to divide แบง่, to give ให้  

pʰuk4 fuk4 伏 lie prone นอนฟบุคว ่ำหน้ำ  

pot32 (pʰieŋ44) fat32 (pʰieŋ44) 发病 to be ill ป่วย  

 

The other subgroup of WBYD involving onsets, corresponds variably as shown 
in Table 2. The colloquial initials are /h/ ~/f/ ~/w/ whereas the literary initial is / 

kʰ/. In the nasal group, the colloquial initial is /ŋ / and the literary initial is /n/ or 
/j/; colloquial initial /n/ corresponds to literary initial /m/ and /l/, respectively. 

Apart from these, the colloquial initials /h/, /ts/, / tsʰ/ correspond to literary 

initials /f/ / kʰ/, and /s/, respectively.  
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Table 2 WBYD involving onsets (subgroup 2). 

Colloquial form: Literary form: Meaning: Remarks: 

hen31 kʰen31 肯 to consent ยอมรับข้อเรียกร้อง  

hoj33 kʰoj33 开 to open, blossom เปิด (ประต,ู ขวดน ำ้) 

fu31 kʰu31 苦 to be bitter ขม  

fut32 kʰiut32 窟 hole เป็นหลมุเป็นบอ่  

wut32 kʰiut32 屈 bend งอ  

ŋi21 ni21 你 you คณุ  

ŋioŋ44 joŋ44 让 give way ยอมเสียเปรียบ  

no21 (taw33) mo21 (taw33) 

磨刀 

to sharpen (a knife) ลบั (มีด)  

nam31 lam31 揽 to hold in arms to hug อุ้ม  

han21 (jiw33) fan21 (jiw33) 

还有 

still more ยงัมี  

tsʰiɔŋ44 siɔŋ44 像 to look like, image เหมือน  
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4.2 The colloquial and literary pronunciations (WBYD) which involve rimes can 
be divided into two subgroups. In one subgroup the only difference is the rimes; 
the tones and onsets are the same in both colloquial and literary pronunciations. 
These are listed in Table 3. 

 

Table 3 WBYD involving rimes (subgroup 1). 

Colloquial form: Literary form: Meaning: Remarks: 

kʰieŋ33 kʰin33 轻 light in weight เบำ  

mi21, mat32 mat32 抹 to rub off, wipe ถ ู  

naj21 ni21 泥 mud โคลน  

tʰun21 tʰien21 填 to fill in ถม, อดุ, ยดั  

tʰai21 tʰi21 蹄 hoof กีบสตัว์  

tʰai21 tʰi21 啼 to crow (ไก่) ขนั  

tsaŋ53 tsɨn53 正 neatly บรรจง, เรียบร้อย  

se44 suj44 岁 year of age อำย ุ  

saŋ33 sen33 生 to be alive มีชีวิตอยู ่  

tʰuj53 tʰu53 吐 to spit ถ่ม (น ำ้ลำย)  

hap4 hiap4 狭 narrow แคบ  
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The other subgroup of WBYD for rimes involves differences in both rimes and 
tones for both the colloquial and literary pronunciations. These are listed in Table 
4. 

Table 4 WBYD involving rimes (subgroup 2). 

Colloquial form: Literary form: Meaning: Remarks: 

nen44 乳 naj33 奶 milk, breast นม nen44 corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 乳 

ŋat32 啮 ŋaw33 咬 to bite กดั ŋat32 corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 啮 

se44 细 siew31 小 small เล็ก se44 corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 细 

tsʰiem33�  tsʰɨ31 剌 to stab, pierce แทง tsʰiem33corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character �  
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tʰaŋ33 tʰin53 听 hear ได้ยิน  

lieŋ44 靓, 

san21
2
 

li44 丽 beautiful, pretty 

สวยงำม 

lieŋ44 corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 靓 

kʰoj44 瘃 kʰien31 倦 tired เหน่ือย kʰoj44 corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 瘃 

fon33 欢 fuk32 幅 piece (cl. of cloth) 

ผืน 

เป็นลกัษณะนำมของผ้ำ 

(ผ้ำที่ยงัไมไ่ด้ตดั) 

fon33 corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 欢 

sai33 sɨ53 舐 to lick เลีย  

 

 

4.3 The differences in colloquial and literary pronunciations (WBYD) which 
involve tones are very rare. From my field data, there are only two words 

involving WBYD tones, /kʰiun33/ and /pʰuk32/ as the colloquial pronunciations, 

but /kʰiun53/ and /pʰuk4/ for the literary pronunciations. They are written with 
the same Chinese characters but the tones are different. 

 

 

                                                                 

2
 This sign  means no Chinese character corresponds to this sound 
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Table 5 WBYD involving tones.  

Colloquial form: Literary form: Meaning: Remarks: 

kʰiun33 kʰiun53 近 near ใกล้  

pʰuk32 pʰuk4 仆 fall down หกล้ม  

 

4.4 The colloquial and literary pronunciations (WBYD) which involve other 
conditions can be classified into at least three subgroups. 

For the first subgroup colloquial and literary pronunciations are different in 
the onsets, rimes and tones. Many words with colloquial forms are written with 
Chinese characters. The wordlists for this phenomenon are illustrated in Table 6. 
As we can see from their table, two different syllables have the same meaning, 
but one is considered colloquial, and the other literary. 

Table 6 WBYD involving other conditions (subgroup 1). 

Colloquial form: Literary form: Meaning: Remarks: 

he44 係 sɨ53 是 to be คือ he44 corresponds to the 

Chinese character 係 

tson21 转 fi21 回 to return, 

go back กลบั 

tson21 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 转 

tsin33 精 fi53 慧 intelligent 
ฉลำด 

tsin33 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 精 
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tap4 搨 pʰok32 拍 to flap ตบ, ตี tap4 corresponds to the 

Chinese character 搨 

muŋ21 曚 fi44 晦 unclear 

ไมช่ดัเจน 

muŋ21 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 曚 

fut4 核, jin21 仁 het4 核 seed (of fruit) 
เมล็ด 

fut4 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 核 

jin21corresponds to 

the Chinese character 仁 

pʰun33 賁 hew53 厚 thick หนา pʰun33corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 賁 

mut32 黦 hiw31 朽 rotten  ผ ุ mut32 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 黦 

fin44 (tʰew21) 

甩头 

jau21 

(tʰew21) 摇头 

shake the 

head (as 

negation) 
สัน่หวั 

fin44 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 甩 

tʰun33 吞 jan53 咽, 

jin33 

to swallow 
กลืน 

tʰun33 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 吞 
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sam33 衫 ji33 衣 coat เสือ้ (เฉพำะเสือ้ 

ไมร่วมกำงเกง) 

sam 33 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 衫 

ŋiw21 扭 kaw21 绞 to twist 

บิดให้งอ 

ŋiw21 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 扭 

tsoj44 喙, 

hew21 口 

kew21 口 mouth ปำก tsoj44 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 喙 

tsot4 啜 kʰip32 吸 to suck ดดู tsot4 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 啜 

hem33 ham44 喊 to shout ตะโกน  

pʰoj44 吠 kiew44 叫 to bark (หมำ) 

เหำ่ 

pʰoj44corresponds to 

the Chinese character 吠 

kok4 �  kʰiew33 敲 to knock 

เคำะ, ต ี

kok4 corresponds to 

the Chinese character �  

tʰiep32 帖 kien31 柬 card, note 

(เดิมเขียนหนั

งสือบนไม้ไผ่) 

tʰiep32 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 帖 
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tʰiew21 条 kʰo44 棵 cl. of tree 

ลกัษณะนำมของต้

นไม้ 

tʰiew21corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 条 

poŋ31 绑 kʰun31 捆 to tie up มดั poŋ31 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 绑 

kiak32 遽 kʰuaj44 快 fast, quick เร็ว kiak32 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 遽 

kʰi33 企 lip4 立 to stand ยืน kʰi33 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 企 

tsʰieŋ33 青 liuk4 绿 green สีเขียว tsʰieŋ33 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 青 

tsep32 tsʰot32 撮 to scoop up 

(with fingers) 

หยิบด้วยนิว้มือ 

 

min21 眠 ŋo53 卧 to lie down 

นอนพกัผ่อน 
min21 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 眠 
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paŋ33 挷 pʰat4 拔 pull ดงึ paŋ33 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 挷 

tsak32 炙 pʰoj44 焙 to heat or 
dry with a 
small fire 

ยำ่งให้แห้ง, ผิงไฟ. 
ตำกผ้ำ 

tsak32 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 炙 

fi33 飞 pʰiew44 票 ticket ตัว๋ fi33 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 飞 

(This use is now old-

fashioned) 

tsʰaw44 抄 sew21 搜 search 

ค้นหำ 

tsʰaw44corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 抄 

kiuŋ44 供 tsʰɨː44 饲 to feed 

เลีย้ง 
kiuŋ44 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 供 

men31 愐 siɔŋ21 想 to think, 

wish คิด 

men31 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 愐 
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tsʰa21 扯 sɨ33 撕 to tear ฉีกทิง้ tsʰa21 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 扯 

tsun33 颤 tew31 抖 to shake, 

trembleสัน่,เขำ 

tsun33 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 颤 

lon31 卵, 

tsʰun33 春 

tʰan44 蛋 egg ไข ่ lon31 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 卵 

tsʰun33corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 春 

piew33�  tʰiew44 跳 to jump 
กระโดด 

 

kʰaj33  tʰiew33 挑 carried on 

a shoulder 

poleหำบ 

(ด้วยไม้คำน) 

kʰaj33corresponds to 

the Chinese character  

ja31 (joŋ33) 

抓(痒) 

tsaw21 

(joŋ33) 

抓(痒) 

scratch (an 

itch) เกำ 

ja31 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 抓 

kem21 弇 tsa33 遮 to cover 

up ครอบ 

kem21corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 弇 
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kiɔk32 脚 tsiuk32 足 leg ขำ, foot เท้ำ kiɔk32 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 脚 

tsʰɨ21 剭 tsai31 宰 slaughter 
ฆ่ำสตัว์ 

tsʰɨ21corresponds to 

the Chinese character 刷 

naw33 恼 tsen53 憎 hate  เกลียด naw33corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 恼 

ti33 tsɨ33 知 to know รู้  

tsʰiew44 噍 tsiɔk32 嚼 to chew 

เคีย้ว 
tsʰiew44 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 噍 

son21 船 tsu33 舟 boat เรือ son21 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 船 

hoj33, hok4, 

ts
h
oj33 ( can 

pronounce  

three sounds) 

tsʰaj44 在 to exist, to be 

at (a place) อยู่ 
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tʰon21 揣 tsʰaj33 猜 guess, 

speculate ทำย, 

เดำ 

tʰon21 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 揣 

new21 淖 tsʰu21 稠 thick 

(liquid) เข้มข้น 

new21corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 淖 

suŋ21(攫
3
) tsʰuj33 推 to push 

ผลกั 
suŋ21corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character㧐(攫) 

kon31 赶 tsʰuk4 逐 to expel ไล ่ kon31 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 赶 

kuon44 罐 pʰieŋ21 瓶 bottle ขวด kwon44corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 罐 

t
h
oŋ21 塘 ts

h
ɨ21 池 pond บอ่น ำ้ thoŋ21corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 塘 

taw21 倒 kʰam21 砍 to cut (with a big 

knife) ตดั (ต้นไม้) 
taw21 corresponds 

to character 倒 

                                                                 

3
 攫 is a traditional Chinese character while 㧐 is a simplified Chinese character. 
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pʰaj21 排 fat4 筏 raft แพ pʰaj21 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 排 

kaŋ31 哽 jit32 to choke ส ำลกั kaŋ31corresponds to 

the Chinese character 哽 

siek32 惜 ʔoj53 爱 love รัก siek32 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 惜 

tiem33 恬 fu53 富 rich รวย tiem33 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 恬 

ʔat32 閼 fun31 愤 to get angry 

โกรธ 

ʔat32 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 閼 

han21 闲 ha31 暇 idle,free 

time เวลำวำ่ง 

han21 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 闲 

haw31 好 

 

jiu21 优 excellentดีง

ำม, ยอดเยี่ยม 

haw31corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 好 
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kʰi33 企 teu53 陡 steep ชนั kʰi33 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 企 

lak4�  t
h
uŋ33 

kʰiew44 

mun21 通窍门 

a knack เคล็ดลบั, 

excellent เก่ง, ดีเลิศ 

lak4 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character �  

saŋ44 觋 ŋaw44 傲 to be haughty 

หยิ่ง, จองหอง 

saŋ44 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 觋 

which is a borrowed 

homonym, the correct 

character is unknown. 

ti33 知 sit32 悉 know รู้จกั ti33corresponds to 

the Chinese character 知 

pʰi21 肥 wok32 沃 fertile 

อดุมสมบรูณ์ 

pʰi21corresponds to 

the Chinese character 肥 

mo21 wu21 无 have not ไมมี่  

kʰim44 揿 ʔon44 按 press, 

push down 

ใช้มือกดไว้โดยไมใ่

ห้ขยบัเขยือ้น 

kʰim44corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 揿 

tiw33 

(pʰet32)丢 

pʰaw33 抛 to discard ทิง้ tiw33  corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 丢 
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tsin33 精 tsɨ53 智 wise 

ควำมรอบรู้, 

เฉลียวฉลำด 

tsin33 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 精 

 

The second subgroup has one syllable as the colloquial form but two syllables 
as the literary form. It is not predictable. Some colloquial forms can be written 
with Chinese characters. These are listed in Table 7. 

 

Table 7 WBYD involving other conditions (subgroup 2). 

Colloquial form: Literary form: Meaning: Remarks: 

tsiek32 迹 hen33 

tsit32 痕 迹 

mark, trace 
รอย, ร่องรอย 

tsiek32 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 迹 

tʰok4 择 kien31 

tsʰet4 拣择 

to choose, 

select เลือก 

tʰok4corresponds to 

the Chinese character 择 

jaŋ21 赢 sin44 

li44 胜利 

to win ชนะ jaŋ21 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 赢 

tʰoj44 代 tʰoj44 

tʰi44 代替 

to replace 

แทน 

tʰoj44 has Chinese 

character 代 
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kaŋ33 羹 tsiɔŋ 

44fu21 浆糊 

glue แป้งเปียก kaŋ33 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 羹 

lok4 乐 kʰuaj53 

lok4 快乐 

pleased, 

happy เบิกบำนใจ, 

ดีอกดีใจ 

lok4 corresponds to the 

Chinese character 乐 

kʰiuŋ21 穷 pʰin21 

kʰiuŋ21 贫穷 

poor จน kʰiuŋ21 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 穷 

tsoŋ31 掌 kʰon44 

su31 看守 

keep watch เฝ้ำ tsoŋ31 corresponds to 

the Chinese character 掌 

 

In contrast to the second subgroup, the third subgroup has two syllables for 
the colloquial form but only one syllable for the literary form. There are many 
words which show this phenomenon as listed in Table 8. 

 

Table 8 WBYD involving other conditions. (subgroup3) 

Colloquial form: Literary form: Meaning: Remarks: 

m 21 he44 
唔係 

few21 否 to refuse, no, 

not ปฎิเสธ 
m 21 he44 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 唔係 

ʔa33 

pa33 阿爸 

fu53 父 father พ่อ ʔa33pa33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 阿爸 
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ta21 

ket32 打结 

hi53 系 tie a knot 

ผกูปม 
ta21 ket32 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 打结 

pʰun44 

soj44 喷睡 

hon44 鼾 to snore กรน pʰun44 soj44 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 喷睡 

men31 

taw31 愐倒 

ji44 忆 recall ระลกึ, 

หวนคิด 

men31 

taw31corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 愐倒 

wuk32 

kʰua33 屋下 

ka33 家 house บ้ำน wuk32 kʰua33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 屋下 

kuon44 

tsʰoj21 棺材 

tsʰen44 櫬 a coffin 

โลงศพ 

kuon44 

tsʰoj21corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 棺材 

jiw33 

lit4 有力 

kin53 劲 strength, 

energy มีแรง 

jiw33 lit4 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 有力 

kʰon44 

taw21 看到 

kien44 见 to see เห็น, to kʰon44 

taw21corresponds to 
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find เจอ the Chinese 

character 看到 

tʰi21 

tsʰien21 题钱 

kien33 捐, 

kʰuan31 款 

donate 

(money) อทุิศ, 

มอบ, บริจำค (เงิน) 

tʰi21 

tsʰien21corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 题钱 

kam44 

foŋ21 监 房 

law21 牢 prison, jail 

คกุ 

kam44 foŋ21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 监 房 

fa33 

sim33 花心 

luj31 蕊 pollen 

เกสรดอกไม้ 

fa33 

sim33corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 花心 

ʔa33 

me33 阿姆 

mu33 母 mother แม ่ ʔa33 me33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 阿姆 

fat32 fo31

發火 

nu31 怒 angry โกรธ fat32 

fo31corresponds to the 

Chinese character 發火 

jaŋ21 

siɔŋ44 影相 

ŋiep32 摄 take a 

photograph of 

ถ่ำยรูป 

jaŋ21 siɔŋ44 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 影相 
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tiew33 

we21 鸟子 

ŋiew33 鸟 bird นก tiew33 

we21corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 鸟子 

tsuŋ33 

tsʰuj21 舂棰 

tsʰu31 杵 pestle สำก tsuŋ33 tsʰui21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 舂棰 

pʰiew21 

we21 薸子 

pʰin21 萍 duck weed 

แหน 

pʰiew21 we21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 薸子 

tiew33 

tew53 鸟薮 

saw21 巢 nest รังนก tiew33 tew53 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 鸟薮 

wo21 

soŋ44 和尚 

sen33 僧 monk พระ wo21 soŋ44 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 和尚 

tʰo33 

kak32 拖格 

ts
h
u33 

tʰi53 抽屉 

drawer ลิน้ชกั tʰo33 kak32 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 拖格 

joŋ44 

ʔe21 样子 

sɨt32 式 model, form 

รูปแบบ 

joŋ44 

ʔe21corresponds to 

the Chinese 
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character 样子 

tsoj44 

kok32 喙角 

soj33 腮 cheek แก้ม tsoj44 kok32 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 喙角 

man31 

ŋin21 么人 

suj21 谁 who ใคร man31 ŋin21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 么人 

tu21 

tap32 肚搭 

tew33 

tu21 兜肚 

a piece of 

cloth covering a 

child’s chest and 

abdomen 

ผ้ำคำดท้องเด็ก 

tu21 tap32 
corresponds to the 

Chinese character 肚搭 

law31 

pʰo21 老婆 

tsʰi33 妻 wife ภรรยำ law31 pʰo21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 老婆 

ʔan21 ŋiet4 

恁热 

jam21 炎 extremely hot 

ร้อน 

ʔan21 ŋiet4 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 恁热 

law31 

tʰaj33 老弟 

tʰi21 弟 younger 

brother น้องชำย 

law31 tʰaj33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 老弟 
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The fourth subgroup has two syllables equal but different accents for each 
word in both colloquial and literary pronunciations. The details are illustrated in 
Table 9. 

Table 9 WBYD involving other conditions (subgroup4). 

Colloquial form: Literary form: Meaning: Remarks: 

kʰoj33 

fi44 开会 

fi44 

ŋi44 会议 

meeting, 

conference 

ประชมุ 

kʰoj33 fi44 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 开会 

tʰew21 

hi44 透气 

fu33 

kʰip32 呼吸 

to breathe on 

หำยใจ 

tʰew53 hi44 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 透气 

paw33 

ji33 胞衣 

tʰoj33 

ji33 胎衣 

placenta รก paw33 ji33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 胞衣 

kin33 

ha44 今下 

hien44 

tsʰaj44 现在 

present, now 

ตอนนี ้

kin33 ha44 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 今下 

luŋ44 

tsuŋ21 笼总 

jit32 

kʰoj21 一概 

all, whole 

ทัง้หมด 

luŋ44 tsuŋ21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 笼总 

jit32 jit32 once ครัง้เดียว taw44 corresponds 

to the Chinese 
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taw44 一到 tʰoŋ21 一趟 character 到 

tʰoj44 

pʰaj21 梯排 

kiaj33 

kʰip32 阶级 

staircase 
ขัน้บนัได 

tʰoj44 pʰaj21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 梯排 

kuon44 

tsʰoŋ21 贯肠 

lap4 

tsʰoŋ21 腊肠 

sausage 

ไส้กรอก 
kuon44 tsʰoŋ21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 贯肠 

tʰaj53 

foŋ33 大方 

kʰoŋ21 

kʰoj21 慷慨 

magnanimous 

ใจกว้ำง, สปอร์ต 

tʰaj53 foŋ33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 大方 

tso44 tet32 

做得 

kʰo53 

ji33 可以 

can, able ท ำได้ tso44 tet32 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 做得 

ni33 

kuŋ33 蚁公 

ma33 

ŋe44 蚂蚁 

ant มด ni33 kuŋ33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 蚁公 

saŋ33 

so33 生疎 

met32 

sen33 陌生 

unfamiliar 

แปลกหน้ำ, ไมคุ่้น 

saŋ33 so33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 生疎 

haw21 

sɨt4 好食 

mi33 

mi44 美味 

delicious อร่อย haw21 set4 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 好食 

hok4 mo33 to imitate hok4 joŋ53 

corresponds to the 
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joŋ53 学样 foŋ21 模仿 เลียนแบบ Chinese character 学样 

ki44 

sɨ31 锯屎 

muk4 

siet32 木屑 

sawdust ขีเ้ลื่อย ki44 sɨ31 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 锯屎 

tʰsi53 

tsɨ21 戏子 

ŋi53 

ŋin21 艺人 

actor or artist 
นกัแสดง 

tʰsi53 

tsɨ21corresponds to the 

Chinese character 戏子 

lan33sɨ33 懒

尸 

lan33 

tʰo53 懒惰 

lazy ขีเ้กียจ lan33sɨ33correspon

ds to the Chinese 

character 懒尸 

muk32 

tsu33 目珠 

ŋien31 

tsu33 眼珠 

eye ดวงตา muk32 tsu33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 目珠 

paw33 

siuk32 包粟 

ŋiuk4 

mi21 玉米 

corn ข้ำวโพด paw33 siuk32 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 包粟 

sɨ31 

kaw44 屎窖 

tsʰi44 

so21 厕所 

privy, toilet 
ห้องน ำ้ 

sɨ31 kaw44 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 屎窖 

woŋ21 

li21 黄梨 

po33 

lo21 菠萝 

pineapple woŋ21 li21 

corresponds to the 
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สบัปะรด Chinese character 黄梨 

sat4 

ma21 舌嫲 

sat4 

tʰew21 舌头 

tongue ลิน้ sat4 ma21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 舌嫲 

saj53sam33

晒衫 

laŋ21 

sam33 晾衫 

hang clothes 

for drying ตำกผ้ำ 
saj53 sam33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 晒衫 

sin33 saŋ33 sien33 

sen33 先生, 

law31sɨ33 老师 

teacher ครู  

suj31 

tsʰat32 

suj31 

tʰat32 水獭 

otter ตวันำก  

tʰan53 

kiuŋ33 弹弓 

tʰan21 

woŋ21 弹簧 

spring สปริง tʰan53 kiuŋ33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 弹弓 

la21 

kʰie21 蝲䗁 

tsɨ33 

tsu33 蜘蛛 

spider แมงมมุ la21 kʰie21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 蝲䗁 

toŋ33 

tsu44 当昼 

tsuŋ53 

ŋ 53 中午 

at noon 

ตอนเท่ียง 

toŋ33 tsu44 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 当昼 

kuaj33 tsʰieŋ33 

wa33 青蛙 

frog กบ kuaj33 ʔe21 

corresponds to the 
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ʔe21� 子 Chinese character � 子 

law53 

kuŋ33 老公 

tsʰoŋ44 

fu33 丈夫 

husband สำมี law53 kuŋ33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 老公 

tʰien33 

kiuŋ33 天弓 

tsʰai31 

fuŋ21 彩虹 

rainbow 
รุ้งกินน ำ้ 

tʰien33 kiuŋ33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 天弓 

kiɔk32 

tʰew21 钁头 

tsʰɨ21 

tʰew21 锄头 

hoe จอบ kiɔk32 tʰew21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 钁头 

tien44 

ne21 癫子 

fuŋ44 

tsɨ31 疯子 

mad person 
คนบ้ำ 

tien44 

ne21corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 癫子 

tsʰo33 

liew44 坐嬲 

tsʰo44 

si53 坐谈 

sit down and 

chat นัง่คยุกนั 

tsʰo33 liew44 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 坐嬲 

lok32 

fo53 落货 

sie53fo53

卸货 

to unload cargo 

(from vehicals, 

horse back) 

ขนถ่ำยสินค้ำ 

lok32 fo53 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 落货 
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su44 

lim21 树林 

sem33 

lim21 森林 

forest, full of 

tree ป่ำ 

su44 lim21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 树林 

tʰon33 

ʔam44 断暗 

woŋ21fun

33 黄昏 

dusk ชว่งค ่ำ, 

ใกล้มืด 

tʰon33 ʔam44 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 断暗 

ʔan21 

woj44 恁会 

kʰiet4tsʰut

32 杰出 

outstanding 

person อจัฉริยะ, 

ยอดเยี่ยม 

ʔan21 woj44 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 恁会 

kap32 

pan31 夹板, 

ŋam33 

ŋam33 喏喏 

(borrowed from 

Cantonese) 

koŋ33 

haw31 刚好 

to fit well 

พอดี, appropriate 

ประจวบเหมำะ 

kap32 pan31 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 夹板 

lim21 

ʔam44 临暗 

pʰoŋ21 

wan31 傍晚 

evening time 

ตอนเย็น 

lim21 

ʔam44corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 临暗 

sun21 

tʰew21 唇头 

ho21 

sun21 河唇 

brim, edge ริม sun21 tʰew21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 唇头 

tsaŋ53 

taw44 正到, 

tsʰoj21 just arrived tsaŋ53 loj21 

corresponds to the 
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tsaŋ53 

loj21 正来 

loj21 才来 เพ่ิงมำ Chinese character 正来 

kʰiw33 

me33 舅姆 

kʰiw33  

ŋiɔŋ21 舅娘 

wife of 

mother's brother 

น้ำสะใภ้ 

kʰiw33 me33 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 舅姆 

laŋ21 

li53 伶俐 

tshin33 

kiet32 清洁 

clean สะอำด laŋ21 

li53corresponds to the 

Chinese character 伶俐 

ŋit32 

tʰew21 日头 

tʰai44 

joŋ21 太阳 

sun พระอำทิตย์ ŋit32 tʰew21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 日头 

tʰet32 

tsaw31 忒早 

tʰai44 

tsaw31 太早 

too early 

morning เช้ำไป 

tʰet32 

tsaw31corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 忒早 

tʰat32 

ŋin21 詑人 

fuŋ31pʰian

44 哄骗 

person who 

tell obvious lies 

คนโกหก 

tʰat32 

ŋin21corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 詑人 

fan33 

tʰew44 番豆 

tʰi44 

tʰew44 地豆, 

fa33 

peanut ถัว่ลสิง fan33 tʰew44 

corresponds to the 
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sen33 花生 Chinese character 番豆 

 

The last subgroup involved more than two syllables in the colloquial 
pronunciation whereas in the literary there is one or more than one syllable. 
About twenty words are shown in Table 10. 

Table 10 WBYD involving other conditions (subgroup5). 

Colloquial form: Literary form: Meaning: Remarks: 

ta21 pʰi44 

lon31 打屁卵 

f oŋ53 

pʰi33 放屁 

to fart ผำยลม ta21 pʰi44 lon31 

corresponds to the 

Chinese 

character 打屁卵 

joŋ21 jap4 

ʔe21 杨叶子 

fu21 

tʰiep4 蝴蝶 

butterfly ผีเสือ้ joŋ21 jap4 we21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese 

character 杨叶子 

jit32 kʰuaj44 

tsʰien21 一块钱 

jit32  

jan21 一元 

one dollar  1 

เหรียญ 

jit32 kʰuaj44 

tsʰien21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 

一块钱 

jit32 tit4 

le21 一滴子 

jit32 

sie33 一些 

a little เล็กน้อย jit32 tit4 le21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese 

character 一滴子 
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se44 joŋ21 

ʔe21 细羊子 

kau33joŋ2

1 羔羊 

a small lamb ลกูแกะ se44 joŋ21 ʔe21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 

细羊子 

ton31 kat4 

le21 短栝子 

kuai21tʰso

ng21 枴杖 

walking stick 
ไม้ค ำ้ยนั 

ton31 kat4 le21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese character 
短栝子 

noŋ21 ni44 

ʔe21 囊蚁子 

tsin44 

tʰin21 蜻蜓 

dragonfly แมลงปอ no21 ni44 le21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese 

character 囊蚁子 

mo21 mi44 

tʰaw44 么味道 

mut4 jiu33 

mi44 

tau44 没有味

道 

not tastyไมอ่ร่อย, 

ไมมี่รสชำติ, 

uninteresting 

ไมน่่ำสนใจ 

mo21 mi44 

tʰaw44corresponds 

to the Chinese 

characters 么味道 

pʰak4 jit4 

le21 白翼子 

ŋo21 蛾 moth ชีปะขำว pʰak4 jit4 le21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese 

character 白翼子 
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fan44 

ŋin21 番人 

ŋoi44 

kuet32 

ŋin21 外国人 

foreigner 

ชำวตำ่งชำต ิ
fan44 ŋin21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese 

character 番人 

wo21 liem21 

kiek32 

禾镰结 

ji33 胰 pancreas ตบัอ่อน wo21 liem21 

kiek32 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

characters 禾镰结 

jam21 

sa21 簷(檐)蛇 

piek32 

fu21 壁虎 

house lizard จิง้จก jam21 sa21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese 

character 簷蛇 

tʰu21 tʰi21 

ʔe21 图提子 

pʰu21 

tʰaw21 葡萄 

grape องุน่ tʰu21 tʰi21 

ʔe21corresponds to 

the Chinese 

characters 图提子 

kiuŋ44 laj44 

ʔe21 供孻子 

sen33 

nam21 

haj21 生男孩 

give birth to a son 

คลอดลกูชำย 
kiuŋ44 laj44 

ʔe21 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 供孻子 

tso44 mak32 

ke44 做么个 

wi53 sɨp4 

mo21 为什么 

why ท ำไม tso44 mak32 

ke44 corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 做么个 
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kiuŋ44 ke33 

ʔe21 供鸡仔 

woi33 

ke22 喂鸡 

feed chickens 
เลีย้งไก่ 

kiw53ŋ ke33 

ʔe21 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 供鸡仔 

tiew44 

tsʰoj44 

ʔe21 吊菜子 

khiɔ21ʔe2

1 茄子 

eggplant มะเขือ tiew44 tsʰoj44 

le21 corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 吊菜子 

tsʰaw21 

si21ŋin21 

吵死人 

tsʰaw21na

w53 吵闹 

noisy เสียงดงัหนวกห ู tsʰaw21 si21 

ŋin21 corresponds 

to the Chinese 

character 吵死人 

kaŋ33 

tʰien21ŋin21 

耕田人 

nuŋ21min

21 农民 

farmer ชำวนำ kaŋ44 tʰien21 

corresponds to the 

Chinese 

character 耕田人 

tsʰut21 

ma21 

ʔe21 出痳仔 

ma21tsɨn3

3 痳疹 

measles หดั tsʰut21 ma21 

ʔe21 corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 出痳仔 

joŋ21 

maw33 

maw33 

tʰan31 毛毯 

Woolen blanket 

ผ้ำขนสตัว์ 

joŋ21 maw33 

tsan33 corresponds 

to the Chinese 
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tsan33 羊毛毡 character 羊毛毡 

kʰuan44 

tʰaj44 

tu21 擐大肚 

faj21 

jin31 怀孕 

pregnancy 

เด็กในท้อง 

kʰuan44 tʰaj44 

tu21corresponds to 

the Chinese 

character 擐大肚 

 

5.Conclusion and discussion 

In conclusion, like other Chinese dialects, differences in the literary and 
colloquial pronunciation of the Hakka language are common phenomena. More 
than two hundred words in the colloquial language which are different from 
literary language are illustrated in this study. Some words of the colloquial forms 
do not have Chinese characters, but sometimes they can be written using 
homophonous Chinese characters. In this analysis, it is noticed that many words 
have more syllables in the colloquial language than in the literary language (Table 
10). Although words with WBYD involving onsets, rimes, and tones are very 
restricted, it is interesting to study them. As it is known that Hakka language 
preserves more ancient sounds than modern standard Chinese, studying the 
WBYD in detail may help us to understand the historical development of the 
Chinese language. 

As a result of the spoken language originally having no written form, there was 
only one means of communication by speech. When some words in the spoken 
language are different from the written language, it is normally pronounced 
differently from dialect to dialect and certainly different from the standard 
written form. In the case of Hakka, so far there is no standard for using Chinese 
characters to represent the exact sound in colloquial pronunciation. Therefore, 
some Hakka speakers use different Chinese characters to transcribe those sounds 
but try to select characters as close as possible to the sound. It can be noticed 
that there are three ways to select suitable Chinese characters. 

(1) They use a Chinese character which has the same sound as the colloquial 
pronunciation and the same meaning as the Chinese character. 

Examples: 
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Hakka lieŋ44 靓 ‘beautiful, pretty’ In the standard Chinese pronounced liàng 
‘beautiful’  

Hakka tsin33 精 ‘intelligent’ In the standard Chinese pronounced jīng 
‘smart, bright’   

(2) They use a Chinese character which has different sound with the colloquial 
pronunciation but has the same meaning as the Chinese character. For examples: 

Hakka tsot4 啜 ‘to suck’ In the standard Chinese pronounced chuò ‘sob’ 

Hakka han21 闲 ‘idle, free time’ In the standard Chinese pronounced xián ‘idle, 
spare time’ 

 (3) They use a Chinese character which has a similar pronunciation to the 
colloquial word and a meaning related to that word.  

Examples: 

Hakka fa33 sim33 花心 ‘pollen’ The meaning of the Chinese character 花 is 

‘flower’ plus 心 ‘heart’, so the full meaning is ‘pollen’. 

Hakka fat32 fo31 發火 ‘angry’ The meaning of the Chinese character 發 is 

‘happen’ plus 火 ‘fire’, so the full meaning is ‘angry’. 

Hakka kaŋ44 tʰien21 柑田 ‘farmer’ The meaning of the Chinese character is 柑 

‘Mandarin orange’ plus 田‘farmland’, so the full meaning is ‘farmer’. 

(4) They use a Chinese character which has only a similar sound to that in the 
colloquial language but its meaning is different.  

Examples: 

Hakka ŋaj21  ‘I’ (The Chinese character  cannot find in the standard 
Chinese.) 

Hakka ki21 佢 ‘he/she’ (The Chinese character 佢 has no meaning and does 

not use in the standard Chinese .) 

Hakka mak32 ke44 ‘what’ (The Chinese character 么个 has different meaning 
with the standard Chinese) 
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Hakka tiem33 ‘rich’ 恬 (The Chinese character 恬 has different meaning with 
the standard Chinese) 

Apart from the way of selecting Chinese characters must used above, some 
Hakka speakers said that there were no Chinese characters that can be 
transcribed for colloquial pronunciation. Although some Hakka speakers may try 
to find a suitable Chinese character with a similar sound, the meaning does not 
make sense and is not accepted by most Hakka speakers. 

Examples: 

pʰun33 ‘thick’ but one informant used Chinese characters 賁 

la21 kʰie21  ‘spider’ but one informant used Chinese characters 蝲䗁 
  

kʰoj44  ‘tired’ but one informant used Chinese characters � 

ton31 kat4 le21  ‘walking stick’ but one informant used Chinese 

characters 短栝子 

Therefore, the distinction between colloquial language and literary language is 
very interesting to study. When researchers study any Chinese dialect or Chinese 
variety, they normally mean the colloquial pronunciation or spoken language. 
When researchers also write with Chinese characters together with the phonetic 
transcription, it means they use only Chinese characters which have a meaning 
related to those words in one Chinese variety. 

Examples: 

ŋi21  ʔoj44  set4  mak32    ke44    suj31ʔ 

你        爱         食            么          个         水？ 

‘What do you want to drink?’ 

 

ki21  ts
h
e21    ka33    he44   man31  ŋin21ʔ   

佢       齐         家          係         么        人？ 

‘Who are they?’ 
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law31    t
h
aj33   tiem33    kuo44    ʔa33   ko33 

老            娣          恬            过          阿      哥  

‘younger brother is richer than older brother’ 

From the examples above, if you do not know Hakka language, you cannot 
understand the meaning of these three sentences from the Chinese characters 
even if you know the standard Chinese. However, this does not mean every Hakka 
speaker can understand the meaning from reading the pronunciation from the 
Chinese characters. This is because reading standard Chinese characters does not 
always have the same pronunciation in spoken Hakka so, if you do not 
communicate by speech, it is sometimes difficult to understand. 
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